NJ DEVIL
CONNECT THE DOTS
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HOCKEY WORD SEARCH

Can you find the loose puck? Pick up the hat trick? Stickhandle your way through this Devils word search puzzle below to find all of the hidden hockey words. Words can be spelled forward, backwards, diagonally, up or down.

Y G O I K Y A J X M G Q P E A
F A S S I S T G H O J P B A H
N P L J J H H K O E H D Y O O
J E F Y T N T N O A A O I M M
R N N B E P S U Y G L L N A U
I A D V F D K T P M L B T I W
I L P X P H A R Q G W D E H C
O T Y T X A T I W M A Z R W Y
R Y Z F B T I T Z C Q F M R N
J M R Y N T N I V B E N I C O
O C F C U R G O X N Y F S L Z
Z U O Y X I G N A T B H S S V
P A S T I C K H A N D L I N G
F T P U C K H U G H E S O P G
Y S U B B A N T R I N K N X L

PUCK  GOAL  PENALTY
INTERMISSION  ASSIST  STICKHANDLING
NICO  RINK  SKATING
HUGHES  NUTRITION  SUBBAN
HEALTH  HAT TRICK

presented by RWJ Barnabas Health
HOCKEY WORD SEARCH

Can you find the loose puck? Pick up the hat trick? Stickhandle your way through this Devils word search puzzle below to find all of the hidden hockey words. Words can be spelled forward, backwards, diagonally, up or down.

POWER PLAY  DEKE  EXERCISE
DEVILS  FACEOFF  PRACTICE
NEW JERSEY  SLAPSHOT  COACH
HOCKEY  ZAMBONI  ICING
BREAKAWAY  LINE CHANGE  SCORE
HELP JACK SCORE THE GOAL!
DESIGN YOUR OWN GOALIE MASK
WORD UNSCRAMBLE
Use the letters below to form a hockey word!

YHKOCE

ENW EJSYRE

EHHRISCI

BUANSB

HUSEGH

CLAOKBDOW

CIHDESENR

DPLEIRNTAU TRCENE

LDSEVI

RILIPMEA
MATCH GAME
Guess which penalty call NJ is calling

CROSS-CHECKING
BOARDING
CHARGING
HIGH-STICKING
HOOKING
HOLDING